
RESPONSIBILITY
TEACHING THE NEXT GENERATION

Our world is rapidly changing and we must be up for the exciting challenges 
ahead. As creative design thinkers, we have the opportunity to engage the 
issues that our communities, cities and the world at large face. And, architects 
have a vital role to play in shaping and forming the world we live in. Whether  
engaged in preserving the past or forging toward the future, the built  works of 
our planet manifest our collective values as a society. Teaching and training 
the next generation of architects to form their own global and sustainable 
position toward the built environment is a role of immense responsibility and 
one I take great pride in.

Since 2007, I have taught my students that design matters - it really matters. 
Design excellence extends beyond the creation of beautiful things. It touches 
every aspect of a project and every issue that we encounter. Design thinking 
empowers one to reach beyond the normative to find innovative solutions that 
result in meaningful action. I am not satisfied with the status quo or “that’s just 
the way we do things” mentality that can so easily settle in to our profession. I 
want my students to establish an incredibly firm foundation and then challenge 
everything - most importantly themselves. 

David Pye in The Nature and Art of Workmanship stated that, “craftsmanship 
means simply workmanship using any kind of technique or apparatus, in which 
the quality of the result is not predetermined, but depends on the judgment, 
dexterity, and care which the maker exercises as he works.” The analogy of 
teacher as craftsperson can certainly be applied here - pedagogy is crafted, 
teacher-student relationships are crafted - and the results are continually at 
risk. As I reflect on my teaching over the past few years I might measure my 
success upon my ability to do three things. First, make critical judgments about 
student work and my own pedagogical practices; second, further develop my 
skills as a designer and impart them to my students; and lastly, provide care 
and empathy in all my interactions and conversations. In a nutshell, I strive to 
create environments of Engaged Learning.



RESPONSIBILITY
TEACHING THE NEXT GENERATION

I firmly believe that teachers should model design behaviors and best 
practices. I am one of very few faculty that continue to practice architecture - 
currently with Method Studio in Salt Lake City as VP of Research and Design. 
My professional experience is constantly being brought into the classroom 
to inform and educate. Likewise, my academics are brought into the firm to 
challenge and enhance the practice. 

As a designer, I do, I make, I draw, I communicate. I do this with clients and 
partners, but I also do this with my students. Over the past couple of years I 
have developed a teaching practice of modeling design by engaging students 
through what I call the teaching sketch. We don’t just sit and talk about design - 
we draw and design together - side by side, mentor to student. This act provides 
me with the opportunity to illustrate to my students the thought processes and 
procedures for problem solving and design decision making. Design does not 
happen in a vacuum and it is also not purely a thinking exercise. We must do 
and we must make. My body of experience designing several award winning 
works of architecture and knowing how design process develops through time 
has made me very comfortable and confident with my knowledge and abilities 
in architecture. I find that students are hesitant, they fear failure, and find it 
difficult to make decisions. Through the teaching sketch I seek to break down 
those barriers and open up a thought process to the student that is engaging, 
productive and critical. Students become participants in modeled practice and 
learn through demonstration how to actively think through design.

ENGAGED LEARNING - MODELED PRACTICE



RESPONSIBILITY
TEACHING THE NEXT GENERATION

I believe that some of the most influential and meaningful learning occurs 
outside the classroom. In the case of teaching construction materials to second 
year architecture students, the classroom can only provide a theoretical 
understanding of the course content. To gain a deeper understanding I 
believe it is critical that they visit the places where materials are made and 
manufactured, touch those materials, and meet with the people that provide 
the construction industry with the products they will specify. The experts we 
meet share with my students a wealth of knowledge about their particular 
material or practice that is impressive and vast. Students not only acquire in-
depth material knowledge, but build industry relationships that will serve them 
well in the future. 

My students have performed concrete slump tests, built brick walls, and 
developed concrete brick prototypes - all while being taught and mentored by 
industry experts. We have also met with practicing architects to gain valuable 
insights into the profession and particular knowledge about building design 
and tectonics - specifically with Mass Timber construction.

Through the exchange of information and knowledge, my students are not 
only gaining valuable technical information regarding materials and processes 
but they are establishing their own ethic toward the specification and use of 
materials. They understand that each material has a history and with their 
creation there are associated consequences. For some the consequences 
are quite literally catastrophic to our environment, while others bring restored 
hope that our built environment can be designed with sustainability and 
resilience at its core. They are learning to become responsible stewards of the 
world they’ve inherited and proactive contributors for a more vibrant, healthy 
and resilient world in the future.

ENGAGED LEARNING - EXPERT KNOWLEDGE



RESILIENCE
MASS TIMBER DESIGN STUDIO AT MSU

The state of Mississippi contains approximately 19.8 million acres of forested 
land, which accounts for 64 percent of Mississippi’s total area. The value 
of timber harvesting in Mississippi has averaged in excess of $1 billion per 
year over the past 20 years and accounts for over 70,000 jobs in the state. 
Similarly,  these statistics also describe forestry in all the other southern states. 
The promotion of sustainable forest management, reforestation after harvest, 
and keeping forests productive for generations to come have strategic long-
term benefits for Mississippi and the region. In addition, the development of 
manufacturing facilities that produce new timber products, such as Cross 
Laminated Timber (CLT), is critical for Mississippi to become a leader in the 
North American Mass Timber marketplace. 

Under my direction, Mississippi State University (MSU) School of Architecture 
(S|ARC) has positioned itself to lead the design, development, and research 
of Mass Timber architecture in the Southeast U.S. Through our established 
relationships with our regional forestry community and associations, university 
partnerships, and local/regional architects and builders, we are pushing the 
boundaries of wood construction and envisioning a built environment that is 
sustainable, renewable, and made of wood. 

For the past several years I have been collaborating with MSU’s Department 
of Sustainable Bioproducts, the Mississippi Forestry Association (MFA), and 
others to bring knowledge of lumber manufacturing processes, sustainable 
forestry management practices and certification, and forest product testing 
into the classroom and architectural design studios within S|ARC. Together 
we are dedicated to teaching and training the next generation of mass timber 
architects. In addition, the Mass Timber Studio that I established and currently 
teach at Mississippi State University has received national attention and 
recognition as one of only a handful of studios across the country dedicated 
to the education of young architects in this emerging building technology. 

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
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RESILIENCE
MASS TIMBER DISASTER RELIEF HOUSING

The increased frequency of catastrophic weather events and refugee diaspora 
throughout the world places communities and populations at significant risk. 
The Mississippi Gulf Coast is particularly vulnerable to hurricanes and severe 
weather systems effecting the populated coastlines. Permanent resilient 
housing as well as disaster relief housing that is deployed to impacted areas 
must be designed to address the long-term issues of durability, mobility, 
constructibility and quality of life. 

Over the past couple of decades, Mass Timber building systems have emerged 
in Europe and North America as the construction technology of the future. 
With continued testing and the construction of demonstration buildings, Mass 
Timber is proving to be an extremely viable and sustainable alternative to our 
current construction technologies. Mass Timber buildings benefit from a low 
carbon footprint, their capacity for carbon sequestration, speed of construction, 
improved indoor air quality, and a material that is rapidly renewable. Utilizing 
innovative engineered wood products like Cross Laminated Timber (CLT), 
wood buildings are filling our skylines, addressing issues of public safety, and 
inspiring a generation of architects to think differently about the way we build 
and what we build with. 

The Resilient Mass Timber House is a 660 square foot residence that utilizes 
Cross Laminated Timber as the primary structure and interior finish. The 
home is equipped with a 100 square foot entry porch that seamlessly provides 
access to the living, dining and preparation areas of the home. Circulation 
is kept to one side of the home so as to be as efficient as possible. The 
bathroom is located at the core of the home, while the master bedroom is kept 
to the rear to maintain privacy and maximize square footage. Resilient Mass 
Timber House is designed to be prefabricated and mounted on a chassis 
for easy deployment to disaster areas. The project team collaborated with 
academic partners from the MSU Department of Sustainable Bioproducts and 
industry partners at the Mississippi Forestry Association and the Gulf Coast 
Community Design Studio. 

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
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RESPECT

Together with the Housing Authority of the County of Salt Lake, Method Studio 
and Zwick Construction created an affordable mixed income development 
for both individuals and families. This project provides 136 total units of 
housing on 4.5 acres and successfully integrates culturally diverse group of 
people with widely disparate backgrounds and experiences. With thoughtful 
accommodation, this project welcomes  market rate buyers, immigrant/refugee 
families, children aging out of foster care, and formerly homeless families and 
individuals. 

It cannot be overstated the impact that Bud Bailey Apartments has had on the 
neighborhood and the lives of those that call this place home. While nearby 
residents were once leery of the new development arriving, many now volunteer 
at the facility working with children and youth groups, assisting with language 
classes and welcoming new arrivals to the United States. The clubhouse, 
which houses various community services, is the hub of the development. It 
opens onto a green space that serves as a place of gathering and play. 

To assist new residents, visitors, and non-native English speakers with 
wayfinding, each building is designated with a unique, bright accent color 
within the exterior gray/white palette of the project.  The accent colors continue 
on the interior hallway niches and in each unit’s kitchen, thus tying the exterior 
and interior together. This provides a whimsical yet utilitarian means for guiding 
occupants to their destination and creates a cohesive aesthetic for the project 
as a whole.

Sustainable design strategies touched on everything from construction 
materials to daylighting and views; the development successfully certified 
under the Enterprise Green Communities program.  Even strategies to 
passively eliminate radon gas infiltration into the living units were employed. 
Underscoring HACSL’s commitment to the residents’ healthy living and the 
finished units’ energy efficient operation.

BUD BAILEY APARTMENTS, SALT LAKE CITY, UT

DESIGN TEAM - METHOD STUDIO





RESPECT

Imagine a place to call home. A place that honors the diversity that makes us 
unique and vibrantly human. Imagine the power of an inclusive community 
designed to accommodate those who are most invisible in our community.

Currently under construction, The Hub for Opportunity is a development of the 
Housing Authority of the County of Salt Lake and will provide housing for a 
variety of demographics, including the headquarters and affiliated apartments 
for Columbus.

Columbus was founded in 1968 by a group of parents looking for a community-
based program for their children with disabilities. They were a visionary 
group with some practical issues that they were tackling in their lives. In the 
beginning, the center survived and thrived because parents provided financial 
support, facility maintenance, and program supervision. It was a labor of love 
for the ones they loved.

Today, Columbus is recognized locally and nationally as a well-established, 
innovative nonprofit agency. They work strategically with many stakeholders 
to support individuals with disabilities so they can make informed decisions 
and live with independence in the community. After nearly five decades of 
serving thousands of individuals, Columbus is still finding innovative ways 
to provide this special population with the skills to live independently in our 
community.

More than just designing another apartment building, The Hub for Opportunity 
engages and celebrates those who are often marginalized by society. 
Having the chance to work on such a meaningful project has been such a 
blessing and gift. I not only served as a critical design team member, but I 
also conducted much of the preliminary research that would be applied to the 
designing of spaces throughout the building and offices for Columbus that 
required specialized sensorial environments - specifically for those living on 
the autistic spectrum.

THE HUB FOR OPPORTUNITY, SALT LAKE CITY, UT

DESIGN TEAM - METHOD STUDIO



RESPONSE
ESTABLISHING PARTNERSHIPS + FOSTERING COLLABORATION

As future practicing architects, my students will engage clients and/or 
community partners regularly. However, it is rare for students to have these 
types of engagements while in school. During my time as a professor of 
architecture, I have developed strong ties with numerous community partners 
and have been fortunate enough to have my students engage them as vital 
members - lending critical voices - to the student’s studio projects. 

By sitting down around a table (or on a job site) with a community partner, my 
students learn valuable lessons in communication and collaboration. They 
learn that their voice, opinions and ideas are not the only ones the matter - 
in any project there are several stake holders. They learn that the job of the 
architect is to listen and respond, while also operating as the professional (or 
expert) that they are being trained to become.

Perhaps the most significant partnership / collaboration that I have helped 
establish over the past several years is between the MSU School of 
Architecture and the Mississippi Forestry Association (MFA). Together we 
have been advocating for the use of timber products, specifically emerging 
engineered wood products like cross laminated timber. Wood is the only 
sustainably grown and renewable building material that we have and we’ve 
been building with it since the beginning of man’s existence. It is also clear that 
the twenty-first century is quickly becoming the new timber age of building. To 
this end we have established the Timber Studio at MSU which is dedicated to 
fostering collaboration with the forestry industry, promoting the use of mass 
timber and educating the next generation of mass timber architects. More 
about the specifics of the studio have been shared in the Resilience section 
of this submittal.

ENGAGED LEARNING - COMMUNITY PARTNERS



RESPONSE
ADVOCACY, DISSEMINATION AND OUTREACH

Much of what I do outside of the classroom is to advocate and disseminate 
the research and creative work that I am conducting. Much of which centers 
around innovations in timber construction and other materials.

My research and creative work has been presented at the following 
conferences, among others.

Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture Annual Conference
National Conference on the Beginning Design Student
Building Technology Educators’ Society Annual Conference
North American Materials Education Symposium
International Mass Timber Conference
International Conference on Design Principles and Practices
International Conference on the Constructed Environment
The Creating Making Forum

I have also been invited to present my research and creative work to various 
professional organizations, private investment groups, and Schools of 
Architecture across the United States, including...

American Institute of Architects Mississippi Chapter Annual Convention
Forest Products Society Annual Conference
Southern Timber Innovations Conference
Mississippi Forestry Association Annual Conference
Auburn University School of Architecture
Resource Management Service Annual Meeting
Southern Pressure Treaters Association Annual Meeting

ENGAGED LEARNING - COMMUNITY PARTNERS


